
PROPERTY - VALUE & VIEWS: 
 SCENIC VIEWS AND AESTHETIC ENVIRONMENT 
 
These pages are to assist you in navigating the chapters that deal with views, whether they are Scenic 
or relate to our aesthetic environment.  You can view the complete text at energizeeastsideeis.org.   
Suggestion:  go to Individual Phase 2 Draft EIS Files and click on the Chapter and specific Section 
you are interested in.    The sections mentioned in this comment sheet are:  Appendix C,  Chapter 3.2 - 
Scenic Views and the Aesthetic Environment , Chapter 1 - Introduction and Summary, Chapter 6 - 
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts and Background Documents for Span length and Pole 
Height. 
 

 Appendix C  

In this section, Scenic Views and Aesthetic Environment Methodology,  Scenic Views are compared 

with Aesthetic Environment, defining them as follows: 

 Scenic views : This view is the "observation of a visual resource from a particular location, with 

visual resources generally defined as natural and constructed features of a landscape that are viewed 

by the public and contribute to the overall visual quality and character of an area." (This is you 

looking at Mr. Rainier) 

Aesthetic Environment: "This is the portion of the environment that influences human perception 
of the world. It is comprised of the natural (topography, presence of trees, water bodies) and built 
(buildings, utility infrastructure) environments that provide a sense of place."  (This is you in your 
home, garden or neighborhood looking at your views and natural surroundings.) 
 
Page C-2 mentions expected pole heights in each section along the line (Table C-1) but included 
limited viewpoint locations. (Table C-4)  
Page C-22: Summary of Planning Policies and Code requirements. 
 
Page C-23: The Bellevue Comprehensive Plan 2015 which emphasizes a "City in a Park".    Listed 
under protected views and visual resources are: views of mountains, skylines and water 

 (Plan Policy UD-62) , and 

 "distinctive neighborhood character within Bellevue's diverse neighborhoods". (Plan Policy N-9)   

It is recommended to avoid overhead lines in greenbelts or open spaces and to minimize impact on 
surrounding neighborhoods" (Plan Policy UT-8 and UT 69)   Plan policy UD-70 states "streetscape design 
should promote a safe and comfortable park-like experience" and includes reference to Bel-Red Road, 
Lake Hills Connector, Richards Road, Factoria Blvd SE, Coal Creek Parkway and SE Newport Way.  
 

Page C-27: The Newcastle 2035 Comprehensive Plan "encourages utility providers to limit 
disturbance to vegetation within major utility transmission corridors". 
 
 

Chapter 1 
Page 15: "all significant impacts could be avoided if the line were placed underground." 
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 Chapter 3.2 SCENIC VIEWS AND THE AESTHETIC 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
In this section page numbers are listed for your quick reference.  The important thing to mention is 
that the construction and installation of industrial sized poles do not belong in residential 
neighborhoods.  There are 21st century solutions available today for any potential future need of 
expanding the electrical grid on the Eastside.  PSE is ignoring these alternatives. 
 
 SEPA (State Environmental Administrative Act) ,WAC 197-11 (Washington Administrative Code) requires all 
major actions sponsored, funded, permitted, or approved by state and/or local agencies to undergo 
planning to ensure that environmental considerations, such as impacts related to scenic views and the 
aesthetic environment, are given due weight in decision-making. 
3.2.1: states: " It is likely that local covenants exist throughout the study area that provide aesthetic standards 

specific to their respective communities. For the purpose of this Phase 2 Draft EIS, private covenants were not 

reviewed unless determined by the Partner Cities to uphold broader City policies. In general, the Partner Cities 

do not have SEPA policies that provide authority to recognize private covenants." 
 
3.2.3.1:  Impacts to Visual Quality of the Aesthetic Environment 
 
 
Table 3.2-4 - page 3.2-29: outlines Potential Inconsistencies between City Planning Statement, 
Policy or regulation and Energize Eastside. 
These inconsistencies are identified on the following pages for each segment separately: 
Eastside Rail Corridor: page 30 
City of Redmond: page 31 
City of Bellevue: pages 32-35 
City of Newcastle: page 36 
City of Renton: page 37 
 
Photo representations and details of impacts to the Visual Quality of the Aesthetic 
Environment and Scenic Views and Viewer Sensitivity for each segment of the Transmission line. 
Starting on:  Page 28 of Section 3.2: 
Richards Creek substation - page 28-39 
Redmond segment - page 40-42 
Bellevue North - page 43-45 
Bellevue Central, existing corridor - page 46-49 
Bellevue Central, Bypass Option 1 - page 50-55 
Bellevue Central, Bypass Option 2 - page 56-58 
Page 59, 3.2.5.8:  shows Comparison of Bellevue Central Options 
Bellevue South, Oak 1 Option - page 60-64 
Bellevue South, Oak 2 Option - page 65-68 
Bellevue South, Willow 1 Option - page 69-72 
Bellevue South, Willow 2 Option - page 73-75 
Page 76 show Comparison of Bellevue South Options 
Newcastle Segment - page 77-80 
Renton Segment - page 81-86 
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Page 87:  Chapter 3.2.6 Mitigation Measures:  For scenic views and the aesthetic environment, regulations 

and comprehensive plan policies were reviewed to identify mitigation measures. Mitigation measures specified by 

code would be required, whereas mitigation measures based on comprehensive plan policies would be at the 

discretion of the applicant to adopt or the local jurisdictions to impose as a condition of project approval. All 

mitigation measures would be determined during the permitting process, but may be applied prior to construction, 

during construction, or during operation of the project. For instance, some mitigation measures (such as co-locating 

utilities with existing utility corridors whenever possible) have already been incorporated into the project design. 

Conversely, PSE may make commitments to certain measures (such as using landscaping to screen above-ground 

utility facilities to diminish visual impacts) but may not actually execute them until the project has been constructed. 

 

 

CHAPTER 6. SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 
 

Stated on Page 1 of 6.2: "The project could have significant adverse impacts to the aesthetic 
environment as a result of the Bypass Options 1 and 2, the Willow 1 Option, and the Newcastle Segment. 
There would be no significant adverse impacts to scenic views (Figure 6-1)" 

This section continues to elaborate on the significant impacts associated with the Energize 
Eastside project.  The Chapter also covers land use and housing, water resources, plants and animals, 
greenhouse gases, recreation, historic and cultural resources, environmental health - electric and 
magnetic fields, environmental health - pipeline safety and economics. 
 

 

PSE Alternative 1 Background Documents:  
SPAN LENGTH & POLE HEIGHT 
 

Page 2:  This section explains that when taller poles are used, the pole diameter is increased - from 
three feet to five feet.  This also results in a larger and possibly reinforced foundation.  It continues to 
state that taller poles are often heavier than short poles and may need to be larger in diameter and 
require more robust foundations. 

This ground level impact on the aesthetic environment needs to be addressed in the 
EIS.  The ground level impact of clearing land and installation of new poles, potentially 5-6 feet in 
diameter at the base, is not addressed sufficiently in this EIS. 
 
 
 

In Chapter 1 Section 3 of the Phase 2 Draft EIS it states: 

"The EIS is intended to identify reasonable alternatives that could attain or 
approximate PSE's objectives at a lower environmental cost  
and disclose potential significant adverse environmental impacts associated 
with the alternatives analyzed." 
This should be the goal of your written comments for the EIS on PSE's proposed Energize Eastside 
project.  Be as specific as possible and enter as many comments as you like. 
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